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Dear authors,

In my role as Executive editor of GMD, I would like to bring to your attention our Editorial
version 1.1:

http://www.geosci-model-dev.net/8/3487/2015/gmd-8-3487-2015.html

This highlights some requirements of papers published in GMD, which is also available
on the GMD website in the ‘Manuscript Types’ section:
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In particular, please note that for your paper, the following requirement has not been
met in the Discussions paper:

• "The main paper must give the model name and version number (or other unique
identifier) in the title."

Please add the version number of COSMO-CLM in the title upon your revised submis-
sion to GMD.

Additionally, I ask you to revise the Code Availability Section.
First of all it should be clearly maked as an individual section. But the type-setting of
copernicus will ensure that anyway, but, secondly, the content of the Code Availability
section is somewhat confusing: On the one hand side code parts not discussed in
the article (COSMO-ART) are named. If it is not used in your article it should not be
mentioned here. On the other hand side you write about a lot of other climate system
models which are coupled to COSMO-CLM via OASIS3-MCT. Therefore the availability
of these models should also be clarified in the Code Availability section. Last but
not least, a kind reader would be interested how to access the COSMO-CLM version
including OASIS3-MCT. For the latter it would be enough to say that it is available by
contacting one of the authors and will be part of a future official COSMO(-CLM) version.

Yours,

Astrid Kerkweg
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